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Abstract. Clustering of quantitative survey data is done in-order to identify the divergent and dominant
behaviors of the respondents. It is intended to explore the general tendencies of the respondent groups.
Popular clustering methods working on value based similarity are inappropriate for survey data due to
its distinct properties. Since marking patterns in survey data represents respondent’s behavior hence separating the responses on the basis of marking patterns is an effective approach to identify the dominant
behaviors. Thus, in this paper, we propose a specialized clustering method for quantitative survey data
that combines the features of both, value based as well as pattern based approaches in order to obtain
meaningful results. The proposed method does not require presetting of the clustering parameters while
it makes use of group labels for selecting features and guiding the centroids at positions, which best describe divergent marking habits. We apply the proposed method over an educational survey dataset and
compare its results with K-means clustering with respect to the benchmark stakeholder theory. Comparison results show that the proposed method is more appropriate for quantitative survey data.
Keywords: Cluster analysis, Guided clustering, Quantitative data, Stakeholder theory, Survey data.
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Introduction

The usefulness of a particular clustering method lies in
the eyes of beholders [12]. Further, the suitability of a
clustering method depends upon the properties of data
[30, 43, 29]. For example, partition based clustering
such as K-means are not suitable for non-convex data,
whereas distribution based clustering such as DBSCAN
are not suitable for sparse datasets with varying density [20]. Most of such clustering methods that work
on value based similarity, use aggregate statistics, like
mean, variance etc, which are found to be inappropriate for behavioural studies [14]. The survey data have
some distinct properties, such as, fixed small range of
ordinal values and associated information in the form
of group labels [35]. Due to such properties, most of
the value based clustering methods are not suitable for

survey data. The desirable features of the value based
clustering are their simplicity and computing efficiency
[42], therefore, the pattern based clustering, on the other
hand, is suitable under these circumstances as patterns
in survey data reflects marking habits or behavior of the
respondents [7]. The existing pattern based clustering
methods are designed for specific applications and type
of data, e.g., micro array analysis of gene expression
data [18, 21, 41, 40] etc. Therefore these existing pattern clustering methods are not suitable for the quantitative survey data. Due to these reasons quantitative
survey data [16, 33] requires a specialized clustering
method for its proper segregation.
Therefore, we, in this paper, propose a clustering
method for quantitative survey data that includes features of both: the value based as well as pattern based
clustering methods. Further, it does not require preINFOCOMP, v. 19, no. 2, p. 109-119, December, 2020.
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setting of clustering parameters. The proposed method
treats each survey observation as a single pattern instead
of different variable values. It utilizes respondent group
labels for deciding the number of clusters and feature
selection. First, it divides explored patterns on the basis of their occurrence in each respondent group. Then,
it finds mean marking vector of each subset of the patterns. These mean vectors are finally utilized as centroids for cluster the dataset. This way, the proposed
method guides the mean centroids at positions in dataspace that best describe dominant marking behaviours
of differing groups. The proposed method, thus, combines simplicity of value based clustering with effectiveness of pattern based clustering as it utilizes pattern
based approach for feature selection and mean based
centroids for clustering purpose.
We also compare the proposed method with K-means
method on behalf of benchmark stakeholder theory [13,
25]. We apply the proposed clustering and K-means
clustering over an original survey dataset which contains responses of different academic stakeholders with
respect to the various quality parameters of higher educational institutions (HEIs). In this dataset, the stakeholder categories are defined on the basis of stakeholder’s
divergent interests (e.g., according to their roles) [5, 6,
24]. Therefore, a straightforward reasoning suggests
that a natural clustering of survey responses should satisfy the stakeholders’ grouping. Results of the our proposed clustering method over the dataset satisfy the stakeholder theory quite well, whereas the same is not true in
case of K-means method. This indicates that the clusters made by the proposed method are comparatively
more meaningful in context of quantitative survey data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of used dataset. The
proposed clustering method is explained in Section 3.
Analysis of the clustering results is included in Section
4. Salient features of the proposed clustering along with
the future work are described in Section 5. Section 6,
finally, concludes the findings of this work.
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Table 1: Overall and Category-wise mean marking scores of eleven
HEI’s quality parameters in the survey.
P arameter
Tch.
GO
AF
TA
IR
Res.
SSS
IO
FFA
AA
Inc.

Overall
3.2
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.5
2.5

UG
3.4
3.3
3.0
2.8
3.2
2.0
3.2
2.4
3.1
2.0
2.5

Category − wise
GS GR F A P R
3.0 3.3
3.5 3.1
3.0 2.3
2.5 3.3
3.3 3.1
3.0 3.0
2.9 3.2
3.1 2.9
3.0 2.9
2.7 2.8
2.7 3.4
3.4 3.2
3.1 2.9
2.4 2.7
2.8 3.1
3.0 2.8
2.7 3.2
2.0 2.0
2.3 2.7
3.2 2.1
2.3 2.8
2.4 2.1

PA
3.2
3.4
2.6
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.3
2.6
2.7

ing Framework (India) [27, 38, 36, 9, 26]. Besides these
six factors, five additional parameters were explored by
conducting focus group and personal interviews of students, parents, administrators, faculty, and professionals. After discovering the parameters, perceptions of a
large sample of academic stakeholders were explored
regarding these parameters through an extensive online
survey. These parameters are: Teaching (Tch.), Graduate Outcomes (GO), Academic Flexibility (AF), Transparency & Accountability (TA), Infrastructure & Resources (IR), Research (Res.), Student Support Services
(SSS), International Outlook (IO), Fee & Financial assistance (FFA), Academic Autonomy (AA), and Inclusivity (Inc.). All these parameters along with their overall and group-wise average marking received from the
survey are given in Table 1.
Survey data was collected in National Capital Region (NCR) of India due to the availability of representative institutions in the NCR. Respondents from Sciences, Medical, Technology, Humanities, and Social Sciences domains of twelve institutions participated in the
survey. Seven respondent groups Faculty (FA), Undergraduate (UG), Graduate Study (GS), Graduate Research
(GR), Parents (PA), Administrator (AD), and Professional (PR) were identified in the survey. Population in
2 Used Dataset
each category except Faculty and Administrator were
The dataset, used in this work, was collected during a assumed infinite. Population of faculty in chosen instudy that was intended to explore the quality parame- stitutions was 5727, whereas no official data was found
ters of HEIs and their relative importance [35]. Eleven for the population of administrators [26]. Random samquality parameters were discovered in the study. Six pling with 5% error margin and 95% confidence level
of these parameters were explored by rigorous scrutiny were considered for descriptive analysis in the study.
of five most popular international and national institu- Accordingly, 2620 responses were finally considered
tional rankings. These are: QS World University Rank- for analysis in which 438 undergraduates, 463 Graduings, Times Higher Education University Rankings, Aca- ates, 447 Researchers, 389 professionals, 395 parents,
demic Ranking of World Universities, The Complete 401 faculty, and 87 administrators, were identified.
The dataset is balanced and satisfies minimum samUniversity Guide (UK) and National Institutional RankINFOCOMP, v. 19, no. 2, p. 109-119, December, 2020.
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pling requirements [4, 32, 28, 17, 34, 31]. We use this
dataset for clustering purpose in this study. We exclude
the administrator category, as its official population was
unknown, and the responses obtained from this category were comparatively lesser than that of other categories.

The proposed method treats survey observation as a
single continuous vector started from the left (leftmost
is the first variable). The method calculates two vectors:
direction and magnitude regarding each observation. A
direction vector records directional information of each
variable in the observation. Direction of a variable denotes the relative significance of it with respect to the
variable immediately before it. If the value of a variable
3 Proposed Clustering Method
is greater than the variable preceding it, then this variUnsupervised classification [34, 2, 1, 11] or clustering, able denotes upward direction represented by a ’+1’.
partitions a set of data points into different groups such It means that this variable is relatively more important
that the data in each group are similar to each other[22, to the respondent than the variable preceding it. If the
3, 23]. The proposed clustering method divides the sur- value is less than the value before it, then this shows
vey data on behalf of frequent marking patterns as these downward direction which is represented by ’−1’. If
patterns denote behaviors of the respondents [15]. The both the values are same, then it denotes a straight and
survey applications generally seek to explore the distin- it is represented by a ’0’. In this way three directions
guished preferences of different respondent categories, are defined for each variable. For the first variable, the
hence our method divides distinct marking patterns on direction is defined with respect to the half of the maxbehalf of their dominance in respondent categories [8, imum value allowed in survey. Finally, a vector cor37]. After dividing patterns in different groups, mean responding to each observation is created that contains
marking of observations corresponding to each subset the direction values for each variable in the observaof the patterns, are calculated. This results in represen- tion. This vector is said as the direction vector. Since, a
tative marking pattern (mean marking vector) of each direction vector may contain one of these three equidisrespondent category. The mean marking vectors are tant values hence it can be represented by a ternary code
then matched with original dataset. An observation show- and its equivalent decimal value. Figure 2 represents the
ing least distance from a mean marking vector is placed method of creating direction vector corresponding to an
in the cluster identified with the index of that mean example survey observation that has five variables and
marking vector. The whole clustering process, employed ’4’ as the maximum marking value.
in this work, can be described in three broad steps: (i)
Second vector is called as the magnitude vector. MagExploration of distinct marking patterns, (ii) Feature senitude vector records magnitude of difference in each
lection, and (iii) Matching. The architecture of the provariable with respect to the variable preceding it. Magposed clustering method is depicted in Figure 1.
nitude of difference is measured by finding the Pythagorean
Distance from its preceding neighbor multiplied by the
3.1 Exploration of distinct marking patterns
place value defined by ternary coding. The distance
This step identifies distinct marking patterns in the dataset (hypotenuse) is found by Pythagoras formula where a
and their corresponding frequencies in each respondent perpendicular equals the difference between variable valgroup. This method first calculates two vectors cor- ues, and base equals to one (horizontal distance beresponding to each observation: Direction Vector and tween two successive variables). For an instance, if two
Magnitude Vector. After that it filters distinct mark- neighboring variables A and B contain the values 2 and
of difference for vari√
ing patterns on the basis of these vectors. The marking 4 respectively, then magnitude p
(4 − 2)2 + 12 = 5.
able
B
with
respect
to
A
will
be
patterns that show unique values for both the vectors
are called as unique patterns (frequency equals one). In this way, the magnitude of difference is recorded for
Method records these unique patterns and their respon- each variable in the magnitude vector. Finally, a ternary
dent group. The marking patterns having equal values code value of the magnitude vector is measured. Figure
corresponding to both of these vectors are called as re- 2 depicts the whole procedure of calculating direction
peated patterns (frequency more than one). Method and magnitude vectors with respect to an example obrecords group labels for each repeated pattern. It counts servation.
and records the frequency of each repeated pattern in
each of the respondent groups. By this way, the method
filters overall distinct patterns and records their frequencies. These patterns along with their frequencies are
sent to the next step for further processing.

On behalf of direction and magnitude vectors, the
method searches for unique as well as repeating patterns. The observations having unique decimal values
for both direction and magnitude vectors, are unique
patterns having no repetitions. All such direction vecINFOCOMP, v. 19, no. 2, p. 109-119, December, 2020.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed clustering method
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Figure 2: Example survey observation with its direction and magnitude vectors

tors along with their group labels are recorded in the list
named as distinct patterns. The method now finds repetitive patterns with their frequencies in different groups.
Two or more observations having equal decimal values
for both direction and magnitude vectors, are repetitive patterns. The direction vector of such observations
along with their frequencies in each of the respondent
groups are recorded and added to the list of distinct patterns. The purpose of recording the frequencies of a
repetitive pattern in different category is to find the category in which the pattern shows its dominance (most
frequent). This list of distinct direction vectors – unique
as well as repetitive patterns – represents total number
of different marking patterns in a survey data.
3.2

Feature Selection

Statistical measures such as mean have the general tendency to suppress delicate differences among patterns
having small values. Due to this reason, it is logical to
guide the centroids on some basis that could preserve
the dissimilarity. The effect of suppression can be reduced if dataset can be divided into subsets on behalf
of the features signifying the dissimilarities. According

to the stakeholder theory, the grouping of stakeholders
is done on the basis of their divergent role, or influence
etc. [24, 19]. This signifies that the interests – markingpatterns – of different respondent groups taking part in
survey are different. Hence, applying aggregation measures after dividing observations on the basis of respondent categories will produce quite different results than
overall aggregation of the dataset. The effects of aggregation over the data can be seen in Table 1. We can
see a considerable variation in mean values of parameters inside category-wise columns of Table 1 whereas
the overall results shows equal mean values for more
than half of the number of parameters. Due to such
suppression of dissimilarities by aggregation, a mechanism is needed for survey data that preserves the small
differences among observations. Our clustering method
thus uses group labels to divide the dataset into smaller
subsets and then apply average operation to locate the
centroids.
Survey generally seeks to explore the distinct marking patterns of different respondent groups therefore the
purpose of the proposed clustering method is to guide
the mean centroids in such a way that their position in
data-space will preserve distinguished marking patterns
INFOCOMP, v. 19, no. 2, p. 109-119, December, 2020.
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of respondent groups. For achieving this the proposed
method divides distinct patterns explored in the previous step on the basis of their occurrence in different respondent groups. A pattern is said to belong a respondent group, if its occurrence in that category is most
frequent or dominant. Thus, the the proposed method
separates out the unique patterns, ’frequency equal to
one’, by simply using their group labels. The Repetitive patterns ’emphfrequency more than one’, are scrutinized on behalf of frequencies in different respondent
groups. Each repetitive pattern is identified with one of
the respondent groups in which the pattern has highest
frequency of occurrence. In this way, the distinct patterns are divided into the subsets equal to the number of
respondent categories. As the proposed method utilizes
category labels for identifying the features of different
group hence it does not require manual setting of clustering parameters, namely the number of clusters.
Finally, all of the survey observations corresponding
to each distinct pattern in every subset of the distinct
patterns are filtered out from original dataset. Mean
value of each variable in the subset, is then calculated.
Resulted vector of mean values is thus the representative marking habit of that respondent group. This procedure is followed for all the subsets of distinct patterns.
By this way, the representative mean marking vector of
each respondent group is calculated. These mean value
vectors are then used as mean centroids for the purpose
of clustering. Mean value vector corresponding to a
group retain its dominant features as these vectors are
calculated according to their dominant frequencies of
the occurrence. Finally, the mean value vectors are sent
to the next step –matching for making clusters of the
dataset.
3.3

Matching

The mean value patterns are now matched with the original dataset. All mean value patterns are first indexed
in-order to name the clusters. Indexing is done from
one, up to the number of total respondent groups in the
dataset. Each observation from the original dataset is
then matched with all of the mean value vectors found
in the feature selection step. Euclidean Distances of the
observation from each mean marking vector are then
calculated [10]. An observation under the current consideration is said to belong the cluster corresponding to
which it shows smallest Euclidean distance. In this way,
all the observations in the dataset are assigned a cluster
index.
For further elaboration of this method, let us consider a short sample of survey in which three respondent
categories, namely A, B, C are involved. Let the sample
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Table 2: Results of the proposed clustering over the survey dataset
Clusters
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
T otal

UG
19
311
35
16
45
12
438

GS
27
78
111
80
61
106
463

GR
53
7
24
269
73
21
447

FA
275
6
20
20
40
40
401

PR
14
30
15
42
268
26
389

PA
58
31
41
13
44
202
395

contain five observations having three variables. Figure 3 depicts the whole procedure of the proposed clustering over such sample observations. A Likert scale
of four levels is assumed for this sample. The method
first calculates the direction and magnitude vectors corresponding to each observation. Based on the ternary
code values of both direction and magnitude vectors,
unique and repetitive patterns are identified. Since, observation 1 and 4 in Figure 3 have unique values regarding both of the vectors hence the direction vectors
of both observations 1 and 4 are filtered as unique patterns. Observations 2, 3, and 5 have equal values for direction as well as magnitude vector therefore the direction vectors of these observations are filtered as repetitive pattern. The frequency of the repetitive patterns is
recorded, that is, 2 in B category and 1 in C category.
As the frequency of repetitive pattern is higher (2) in B
as compared to C (1) thus the pattern is assigned the category B. The list of total distinct patterns of the survey
is then created which contains a total of three distinct
patterns. Now, the observations corresponding to these
distinct patterns are fetched. Mean value vector of each
category is then calculated as depicted in Figure 3. Finally, the original dataset is matched with these mean
centroids (vectors), and three distinct clusters are created, wherein Cluster C1 contains one observation that
is observation 1, Cluster C2 contains observation 4, and
Cluster C3 contains three observations that are 2, 3, and
5.
4

Analysis of Clustering Results

We apply the proposed clustering over the survey data,
the description of which is given in Section 2. In total 2533 responses (excluding administrator) are considered for clustering. The proposed method identifies
a total of 755 distinct marking patterns of which frequency ranges from 1 to 35. Method detects six respondent categories in the dataset so it made six clusters named as C1 up to C6. The results of the proposed
clustering are given in Table 2.
We can see in Table 2 that each cluster C1 to C6 conINFOCOMP, v. 19, no. 2, p. 109-119, December, 2020.
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Figure 3: The proposed clustering procedure applied over a sample survey observations

tains a dominant majority of responses from any one of
the specific categories. For more elaborated representation of results, we utilize bar-graphs in Figure 4, which
represent the population of each category in each of the
clusters. According to the population, i.e., height of
the bars, we can easily link each cluster with a particular respondent category. For example, Cluster C1 contains a high proportion (62%) of faculty thus this cluster
represents marking preferences of faculty. Cluster C2
contains a large population of undergraduates (67%),
which suggests that it majorly contains the preferences
of undergraduates. Cluster C4 also contains a quite
high population (61%) of graduate researchers suggesting that this cluster contains dominant preferences of
research scholars. Clusters C5 and C6 contain approximately 50% population of parents and professionals respectively; this also suggests that the preferences of the
parents as well as the professionals are specific and distinct from rest of the other communities. A comparatively less dominant majority of graduate study is found
inside the cluster C2 (45%) however, this number is also
sufficient to signify the dominance of graduates in C2.
In addition to the category-wise population in clusters, we can also observe distribution of each category
across the clusters in the columns of Table 2. The ma-

jority of the responses in all categories except graduate
study (GS) are condensed in one of the specific clusters. This distribution clearly shows that the proposed
method is quite capable in segregating the survey responses based on the marking patterns of respondent
categories. Somewhat even spread of graduate community in the clusters C3, C4, and C6 suggests that the
graduate study is a diverse community in terms of the
preferences. Overall with the help of the illustrations of
Table 2 and Figure 4, we can conclude that almost all of
the academic communities can be differentiated according to their specific marking patterns. These results,
hence, satisfy the stakeholder theory, which is well established in higher education domain. Thus, the results
prove that clusters made by our method are quite meaningful.
For verifying the strength of the proposed clustering method, we compare it with the K-means clustering method. We apply K-means clustering over the
same dataset while taking the value of K as six. The
K-means clusters are named as K1 up-to K6. The results of K-means are represented by Table 3 and Figure
5. We can see in the figure that population of faculty
(62%) in cluster K1, and population of undergraduates
(56%) in cluster K3, are significantly large, thus K1 and
INFOCOMP, v. 19, no. 2, p. 109-119, December, 2020.
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Figure 4: Population of respondent categories inside each cluster made by the proposed method

Table 3: Results of K-means clustering with K=6 for the survey
dataset
Clusters
K1
K2
K3
K4
K5
K6
Total

UG
20
59
238
58
39
24
438

GS
17
135
45
92
80
94
463

GR
41
10
17
115
120
144
447

FA
227
20
8
54
36
56
401

PR
26
25
99
142
5
98
389

PA
34
175
20
21
76
63
395

K2 can be identified with faculty and undergraduates
respectively. Besides these two, none of the K-means
clusters (K2, K4, K5, and K6) can be linked with any respondent category. This is due to the fact that either the
clusters contain majority population from multiple categories, or the categories inside the clusters are evenly
distributed. This phenomenon can be seen by observing
Figure 5 and Table 3. For example, cluster K2 contains
the majority of both graduate study and professionals,
whereas the graduate research category is distributed
among clusters K4, K5, and K6 with almost equal proportions. Hence, these clusters cannot be linked with
any particular category. Thus, overall K-means clustering results are not sufficiently meaningful and do not
satisfy the stakeholder theory. This suggests that the
proposed clustering method outperforms K-means.

5

Discussion

Cluster analysis of quantitative survey data is an important tool for grouping similar behaviours of the respondents [39]. However, proper clustering of quantitative survey data requires significant consideration due
to its distinct properties such as small ordinal values and
the associated side information [35]. Most of the clustering methods utilize aggregate statistics that suppress
the frequent dissimilarities represented by smaller values. On the other hand marking patterns in survey data
denote the behaviors of respondents therefore clustering based on marking pattern is more suitable for survey data. Due to these reasons, a specialized clustering method is required for the survey data that can take
care of distinct properties of it and provide meaningful
results.
Therefore, we, in this paper, have developed a specialized clustering method for quantitative survey data
that combines the features of value based and pattern
based clustering methods. The proposed method does
not require presetting of clustering parameters as it uses
associated information for that purpose. It utilizes pattern based similarity for identifying the distinct behaviors and for guiding the mean centroids at positions that
best describes marking habits of the respondents. We
have applied the proposed method over a real survey
dataset. Clustering results of the proposed method are
quite meaningful and interpretable. Moreover, the proposed method outperforms K-means with respect to its
suitability for quantitative survey data. The study done
INFOCOMP, v. 19, no. 2, p. 109-119, December, 2020.
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Figure 5: Population of respondent categories inside each cluster made by K-means (K = 6)

in this paper is important in context of future research
in the field of survey data analysis. For example, more
effective parameters and distance measures can be formulated for survey data in future that work purely on
behalf of the pattern based similarity.
6

Conclusion

We have proposed a specialized clustering method for
quantitative survey data that combines best features of
both value based and pattern based similarity. The proposed method converts survey observations into patterns,
and then filters these patterns on the basis of their frequencies in different respondent groups. As it utilizes
group labels for estimating clustering parameters and
selecting representative features from data therefore it
does not require pre-setting of clustering parameters.
We applied the proposed method over a real survey dataset
and compare its results with K-means clustering with
respect to the benchmark stakeholder theory. The results of the proposed clustering were quite meaningful
and satisfied the stakeholder theory whereas the results
of K-means method were not fully interpretable, and
did not satisfy stakeholder theory. This phenomenon
suggests that the proposed method is quite suitable for
quantitative survey data. This paper presents a foundation for designing dedicated analysis techniques for
quantitative survey data. Future research will be focused on designing robust pattern based clustering for
survey data.
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